
 

     KOE NO KATACHI (A SILENT VOICE) is coming to the Hugh Stouppe Memorial 

Library in May, 2019. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that dvd film.  

13 of a possible 20 points                                                   ***1/2 of a possible ***** 

Japan   2016   color   130 minutes   subtitled / dubbed in English feature 

animation drama     ABC Animation / Kodansha / Kyoto Animation /  

Pony Canyon / Quaras / Shochiku     Producers: Toshio Iizuke,  

Shinichi Nakamura, Nagaharu Ohashi, Kensuke Tateishi, Mikio Uetsuki     

Dubbed by Eleven Arts Studios into English. An Eleven Arts dvd release. 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance  

Points: 

2          Direction: Naoko Yamada* 

1          Editing: Kengo Shigemura 

1          Cinematography: Kazuya Takao             

0           Lighting: Kana Miyata 

             Special Effects: Rina Miura 

             Special Visual Effects: Kyosuke Sakai* (Technical Direction) 

2           Screenplay: Reiko Yoshida*, adapting from the manga Koe no katachi 

                                   by Yoshitoki Oima, based on Kiyoshi Shigematsu’s  

                                   “Curry Rice” 



                                    English adaptation by Stephanie Sheh, Clark Cheng, and  

                                    Amanda Winn Lee 

1           Art Direction: Mutsuo Shinohara 

             Color Design: Naomi Ishida 

1           Key Animation: Saiichi Akitake, Kyohei Ando, Hidehiro Asama,  

                                          Saeko Fujita, Maiko Hado, Kunihiro Hane, Kayo Hikiyama, 

                                          Taichi Ishidate, Nami Iwasaki, Hiroshi Karada,  

                                          Tadashi Kawanami, Miho Kataji, Seiya Kumano,  

                                          Chiharu Kuroda, Ryo Miyuki, Chinatsu Morimoto,  

                                          Shiho Morisaki, Yoshinori Muratani, Ryouhei Muta,  

                                          Yuko Miyouken, Ayaka Nagahama, Keita Nagahara,  

                                          Naoki Nakayama, Kohei Okamura, Aoi Okung,  

                                          Yurika Oono, Atsushi Saito, Kota Sato,  

                                           Tatsuya Satô (Chief Key Animation), Shinpei Sawa, 

                                           Sae Sawada, Ryôsuke Shirakawa, Sana Suzuki, 

                                           Hiroyuki Takahashi, Mariko Takahashi, Akiko Takase, 

                                           Maruko Tatsunari, Yuki Tsunoda, Sayaka Watanabe, 

                                           Taira Yamaguchi, Takuya Yamamura,  

                                           Tomoko Yoshimura, Kanae Ôkura, Minoru Ôta 

             Animation Direction: Kazumi Ikeda, Miku Kadowaki, Yuko Miyouken, 

                                                     Futoshi Nishiya (Animation Direction Chief), 

                                                     Kohei Okamura, Yuki Tsunoda 

             Character Design: Futoshi Nishiya 

             Sign Language Supervision: Daisuke Ochi 

             Sign Language Coordination: Miyako Hasuko 

2           Sound Direction: Yôta Tsuruoka* 

             Sound Effects: Hiromune Kurahashi* 

             Sound Recording: Yashushi Nagura* and Michael Schneider*  

             Sound Mixing: Hiroshi Kitashiro* 

             Voices Casting, English Version: Stephanie Sheh 

1           Voice Acting 

2           Creativity 

13 total points  

 

Japanese Voices Cast: Miyu Irino (Shôya Ishida), Saori Hayami  



(Shoko Nishimiya), Aoi Yuuki (Yuzuru Nishimiya, Shoko’s younger sister), 

Kenshô Ono (Tomokiro Nagatsuka, Shôya’s chubby classmate / idolizer), 

Yûki Kaneko (Naoka Ueno, girl admirer of Shôya), Yui Ishikawa  

(Miyoko Sahara, pariah best friend of Shoko’s), Megumi Han 

(Miki Kawai, bespectacled girl who disapproves Shôya’s treatment of Shoko), 

Toshiyuki Toyonaga (Satoshi Mashiba, auburn-haired child bullying victim and 

teenage friend of Miki’s), Mayu Matsuoka (Shôya Ishida in Grade Six), 

Sachiko Kojima (Kazuki Shimada, Shôya’s best friend in Grade Six and fellow 

bully), Hana Takeda (Keisuke Hirose, tagalong pal of Shôya in Grade Six, himself 

bullied by Shôya), Fuminori Komatsu (Takeuchi-sensei, Grade Six Teacher), 

Ikuko Tani (Ito Nishimiya, grandmother of Shoko and Yuzuru), Erena Kamata 

(Maria, Shôya’s niece and daughter of Shôya’s older sister), 

Ayano Hamaguchi (Shôya’s older sister), Ryunosuke Watanuki (Pedro,  

army veteran and father of Maria), Ryô Nishitani  

(Kazuki Shimada as a teenager), Takuya Masumoto (Teenage Keisuke Hirose), 

Satsuki Yukino (Miyako Ishida, mother of Shôya and grandmother of Maria), 

Akiko Hiramatsu (Yaeko Nishimiya, mother of Shoko and Yuzuru) 

English Voices Cast: Chris Jai Alex (Pedro), Brian Beckerle (j) (Keisuke, Grade Six), 

Kira Buckland* (Teenage Naoka Ueno), Christine Marie Cabanos  

(Additional Voices), Amber Lee Connors (Teenage Miki Kawai),  

Annabelle Corigliano (j) (Miki Kawai in Grade Six), Sara Cravens (Miyako Ishida), 

Robbie Daymond (Teenage Shôya Ishida), AnnaBelle Deaner (j) (Maria), 

Marc Diraison (Mr. Takeuchi, Grade Six Teacher), Barbara Goodson* 

(Ito Nishimiya), Ryan Shanahan (Shôya Ishida in Grade Six), Gia Grace* 

(Naoka Ueno in Grade Six), Graham Halstead (Tomohiro Nagatsuka), 

Catie Harvey (Miyoko Sahara in Grade Six), Lexi Marman 

(Teenage Shoko Nishimiya), Max Mittelman (Satoshi Mashiba),  

Spencer Rosen (j) (Kazuki Shimada in Grade Six), Stephanie Sheh 

(Additional Voices), Michael Sinterniklaas (Teenage Kazuki Shimida),  

Michael Schneider (Additional Voices), Melissa Schoenberg  

(Teenage Miyoko Sahara), Lipica Shah (Yaeko Nishimiya), 

Michael Sorich (Additional Voices), Kristen Sullivan* (Yuzuru Nishimiya), 

Amanda Winn Lee (Additional Voices), others 

 



     KOE NO KATACHI (A SILENT VOICE a.k.a. SHAPE OF VOICE, a literal translation 

from the Japanese) is a feature Japanese animation dealing with bullying and 

redemption. Also covering such topics as self-detestation, hypocrisy, teen 

suicide, manipulation, drawbacks of single-parent households, absent fathers, 

peer pressure, and tolerance, the film covers an enormous range of issues 

during its two hour plus runtime. It was directed by Naoko Yamada, who 

subsequently helmed the current G-Kids dvd release titled in English  

LIZ AND THE BLUE BIRD from a shōjo manga targeting adolescent girls.  

     At the beginning of A SILENT VOICE, teen Shôya Ishida withdraws his total 

bank savings and travels off to a bridge with the idea in his mind of rapidly 

ending cumulative troubles. For unknown reasons, perhaps habitual reluctance 

to act quickly, he falls into reverie instead, backing away from his original plan. 

From this starting point, the film focuses on Shôya’s fall from social grace and 

what generated it.  

     Moving backward in time to his year in Grade Six, the protagonist is observed 

straining to look coolly bored on what might be the first day of his new school 

year. He’s amazed at finding new classmate Shoko Nishimiya is decidedly not a 

typical peer. She’s deaf and hopes to communicate effectively by means of 

writing in her omnipresent notebook.  

     Being different is not only totally square in this environment, it cries for 

punishment. Anything not immediately understood, and therefore residually 

alien, is automatically rejected there. And not only by obnoxiously tormenting 

Shôya, who takes upon himself the role of chief disciplinarian. He’s abetted in 

this by goading Naoka Ueno, who perceives the unexpected novelty a potential 

romantic rival for attention from the boy she wishes to monopolize. Already 

making herself a regular customer at the Ishida beauty parlor, and not just 

because she likes its atmosphere, conniving Miss Ueno has an ulterior motive 

for frequent visits there.  

     Since she’s caustic, selfish, and blindly cruel, an outsider would expect her to 

be roundly admonished by companions for inciting an overbearing bully. But no. 

The remainder of the room joins in treating a deaf fellow student with taunts 

and mistreatment at every opportunity. 

     Class president Miki Kawai, a bespectacled pacifist who calculates likely votes 

before determining any course of action, doesn’t join in what she knows is 

unacceptably malicious behavior. She finds it entertaining, however, and allows 



more obnoxious elements of her class to persist in efforts to shame and even 

injure their perfect victim, a girl so insecure and mousy she believes a physical 

handicap sufficient reason to justify persecution by unimpaired majority. Having 

lost a resident father through divorce precipitated when paternal grandparents 

refuse to acknowledge a “defective” grandchild, Shoko is all too aware her 

existence poses some kind of inexcusable threat against normality within her 

own family and external society. For this she blames herself, going out of her 

way to be as compliant and insignificant as possible.  

     That only aggravates Naoko further. She regards the shyer girl as purposely 

playing for sympathy.       

     Shôya, cursed with the same nickname as his target, is being raised in a 

fatherless household. According to the source manga, his mom runs an 

extremely loose ship, allowing her adult daughter to pursue what sounds like 

unbridled nymphomania. The final result of this laxness is Maria, whose father’s 

a Brazilian military man named Pedro, otherwise known as Boyfriend Number 

Thirty, give or take a few. Shôya’s mom seems resigned to raising Maria while 

her actual mother immerses herself in comic books and male visitors. Perhaps 

Shôya’s sister is actually mentally limited, thus vulnerable prey for older men. If 

so, someone should be looking out for her, providing constant supervision.    

     In the manga, which details activities pre-dating Shoko’s arrival at Suimon 

Elementary School as a transfer student, its boy hero, of sorts, is battling 

boredom by creating daily daredevil challenges, at least one of which is (a.) 

illegal and (b.) potentially suicidal. He has no goal in sight other than to keep 

himself in motion, an ambition severely crippled by school attendance. Nothing 

taught there has any immediate relevance for him. With no father, or an absent 

one, to serve as guide, Shôya’s a classic “lost boy.”  

     Two sidekicks participate with increasing reluctance in his feckless 

adventures. One is Kazuki Shimida, whose alternative to parent-funded cram 

school is time-killing escapades with Ishida and decidedly out-of-condition 

Keisuke Hirose. Keisuke’s role within their group is to play scapegoat for the 

leader’s frustrations. These sometimes get an airing after school hours in the 

classroom. Shaming Keisuke seems to rate about as high in Shôya’s book as 

ridiculing Shoko. Kazuki doesn’t interfere with either diversion, possibly for fear 

of becoming the next candidate for humbling. 



     Only unfashionable Miyoko Sahara befriends Shoko, leading to her own 

rejection by Grade Six’s other pupils. She transfers to an all-girl’s school to 

escape outcast social status, since that could only be removed by direct 

challenge to three reigning powers in Suimon’s Grade Six: complacent Miki, 

incurably scornful Naoko, and the rebellious Ishida boy. Miyoko would rather 

flee than fight. What chance of reintegration into the mainstream would she 

have against three opponents? 

     A notebook planned to facilitate friendship and messaging instead becomes a 

log of snide remarks directed at its owner. Hallway trippings become a constant 

threat, along with wanton seizures and tossing away of expensive hearing aids. 

Supposedly responsible adults repeatedly fail to intervene or admonish 

adequately perpetrators.   

     So Shôyo and Naoko continue to plague the Nishimaya girl, each trying to 

commit some rudeness so unacceptable a “normal” reaction of striking back 

would result. They fail to accomplish this.  Shoko stays behind a protective 

shield of pardons, remaining as mysterious as on her first day in their lives. This 

they cannot live with. Worse, the school’s principal belatedly takes firm steps to 

counter their unruly crusade, issuing an ultimatum demanding immediate 

identification of culprits responsible for Mrs. Nishimiya’s decision to move her 

elder daughter to a safer place of learning.  

     Push coming to shove, with possible loss of position looming, Miki tattles on 

two foremost rivals for authority within the room. Her identification of Shôyo 

and Naoko as primary tormentors of Shoko, stuns the more incautious 

loudmouths. They retaliate by pointing fingers at additional accessories who 

verbally reinforced their maliciousness or else found by-products amusing, Miki 

being notable among the latter types.   

     Since Shôyo doesn’t accept responsibility for rancorous behavior until 

betrayal by others, he loses standing as each kid turns against him in self-

preservation. Everything is laid at the feet of that troublemaker, Ishida. He 

started it. No one else had any grudge against either Miyoko or Shoko.  

     This protective first strike shifting of blame is maintained for years under the 

guise of just retribution for past misdeeds. It serves as a rationale for bullying 

the bully. Which does nothing to alter psychological damages inflicted on two 

refugee girls since relocated to safer havens. Are their injuries permanent? 



     One upshot is the series of steps taken by Shôyo in opening scenes of the 

film. His self-image, never particularly high, has dropped to a nadir. He will bring 

to an end all accusations, all oppressions of guilt and past injustices performed. 

Make himself a martyr to restore happiness in others and erase his own grief.  

     Thinking matters over, the boy realizes he can’t possibly repair fractured 

relationships if he’s dead. It seems the junior hooligan has a conscience after all, 

slow though it is in developing. 

     What he does to reconnect with society constitutes the remainder of the 

film, a complex drama of unique individuals attempting with mixed results 

reconciliation with companions. Tentative olive branch offerings are often 

stymied by countermoves.  

     Most notable of struggling characters introduced in later plot stages is 

Shoko’s younger sister Yuzuru, who now persona non gratis Shôya correctly 

perceives is a budding copy of his previous character. She, in turn, recognizes a 

parallel underlying sensitivity to motivations and emotions of others kept well 

hidden under a veneer of aggressive rebellion. In her case, adopting male dress 

and mannerisms, truancy from school, and spouting loud obscenities keep at 

bay gnawing fears of death and being forgotten or overlooked. Trying to recast 

herself as Joan of Arc to remove outside pressures from an obviously 

inadequate older sister unable to defend herself, let alone a smaller sibling, 

Yuzuru retreats into photographing what is no longer alive, while periodically 

counterattacking anyone invading familial territory, a notable example being 

the Ishida nuisance. She fails, though, to remove Shoko’s greatest accuser: 

herself. Missing the obvious fact she cannot stop her sibling from doggedly 

following an agenda of bearing the blame for everything everyone else does 

wrong. For a human being to take on the function of Christ is self-annihilative, 

an agonizingly impossible assignment Shoko willingly inflicts upon herself. 

     Contention with a suffocating mother only pushes the older Nishimiya sister 

deeper into a pit of total abject dependence upon others to fight on her behalf. 

Thus it’s only through a violent physical altercation initiated by Shôya, who has 

no qualms about violating personal space of quieter souls, that she switches 

gears into active resistance, pushing back at him and ultimately overpowering 

her outclassed antagonist.  

     What righteous indignation can accomplish when roused! By repeatedly 

violating boundaries of the girl’s self-imposed isolation, Shoko’s most 



impassioned male enemy turns out to be her lead redeemer. He’s 

fundamentally unlike obtrusive Naoko, who’s motivated by malevolent desire 

to banish or exterminate any romantic rival. In fact, the fashion queen bee’s 

weapon of choice is an unrestrained acid tongue she mistakenly confuses with 

honorable transparency.  

     Each of these adolescents employ power in a different way. Naoko uses it to 

impose on neighbors, Shôya simply to first oppose them on principle and then 

shut them out of his life in retaliation for their double-dealing. Shoko’s habitual 

apologetics have a side effect unperceived by her: they expose shortcomings of 

others through contrast. Yuzuru’s damage control expedients depose, or tries 

to, everyone who bothers Big Sis. She wants to take down obvious abusers of 

power, unaware that in itself won’t restore flagging family prestige.  

     Fortunately, empathetic Grandmother channels her tomboy granddaughter’s 

belligerence into a productive photographic outlet. That creative redirection 

Shôya later buttresses, gradually perceiving a benign way to redeem himself 

and become, to borrow Awdry’s favorite term, a really useful engine. 

Transforming from distinguished hooligan into mentoring older brother allows 

the youth to prompt underachiever Yuzuru’s return to study and school. His 

support and acceptance removes the stigma of ineffectiveness, a task the teen’s 

mother signally neglects.  

     Will these hurting, confused souls come finally to mature cooperation and 

amiable reunion? Either read the entire set of seven manga issues or watch the 

rest of director Yamada’s feature drama to determine the answer. 

     Evident strengths of this film are depth of characterization, topical relevance, 

extremely high fidelity of sound recording, richness of atmosphere, and evasion 

of simple solutions to complex problems. Music is variably effective, sometimes 

raising unanswered questions about who or what to keep in focus. With no 

apparent hero or heroine, A SILENT VOICE’s egalitarian approach of treating 

each personality with equal respect risks losing audience involvement. Its large 

supporting cast and numerous subplots, while authentically derived from 

Oima’s series, is difficult to disentangle without resort to reading the complete 

original manga. This compels considerable inferencing, not a strong suit for 

many viewers. Art direction tends to be diluted by vagueness of over-

illuminated backgrounds, though it serviceably increases attention to 



foregrounded subjects and their relationships. Animation of people is at best 

adequate, but fireworks scenes compensate with magnificently vivid imagery.    

With a slightly overlong runtime, editing seems a little too slack, though silences 

function quite impressively and probably merited their placements. 

Authentically deaf actress Lexi Marmon’s scratchy singing is a standout among 

vocal cast performances, along with Kristen Sullivan’s offensively foul-mouthed        

Yuzuru. Gia Grace and Kira Buckland, as younger and elder versions of spiteful 

Naoko, are realized unforgettably by Gia Grace and Kira Buckland. Zen-like 

meditativeness endearingly permeates speeches of Barbara Goodson’s 

compassionate Grandmother Nishimiya. 

     While falling far short of masterpiece stature, this milestone Japanese anime 

is mandatory viewing for anyone reveling in intricate plot switchbacks and 

profoundly complex personalities. Too intense and chronologically fragmented 

for juveniles, A SILENT VOICE makes for a greatly rewarding adult cinema 

experience. For them, very highly recommended. 

     DVD special features on this Shout! Factory dvd release include the director’s 

five-minute music video performed by Speed of Youth, a six-minute version by 

singer Akio of the picture’s romantic theme song “Koi wo shita no wa”  

(“When We Fell In Love”), and a selection of promotional teasers and trailers. 

There’s nothing essential on tap. For more relevant information, readers are 

directed to an interview with series creator Yoshitoki Oima found at the 

Kodansha Comics website.  

     A SILENT VOICE is definitely an enriching and occasionally heart-wrenching 

drama. So don’t pass on any opportunity to see it for yourself.   


